In 1864 Giovanni Battista de Rossi (1822–94) dedicated the first volume of La Roma sotterranea cristiana to Rome’s “second Damasus,” the Risorgimento pope, Pius IX (1846–78). The comparison is still striking. The new Christian archaeology, then so furiously revealing subterranean shrines and ancient tombs originally discovered or lavishly embellished by the “first” Damasus (366–84), owed as much in practical terms to Pius’s patronage as to de Rossi’s tireless excavations. Twelve years before, in January 1852, Pius had approved the Commissione di Archeologia Sacra, whose mandate included “the systematic and scientific exploration” of the Roman catacombs. Two years after that, on 11 May, he joined de Rossi (as he would elsewhere on other occasions) to view San Callisto’s papal crypt, where a month earlier de Rossi had recovered the precious fragments of two large marble tablets elegantly inscribed with Damasus’s name and verses. But most significant, perhaps, Pius had urged de Rossi to produce the magisterial study that quickly replaced Antonio Bosio’s Roma sotterranea, published in 1632. With some justice, then, this pope, so opportunistic and energetic in changing times, assumed the role that in de Rossi’s eyes the fourth-century bishop had played in the Roman underground’s first age of discovery.

But Damasus’s name was no less magical for de Rossi’s disciples, who inherited his hunt for “i monumenti più famosi dell’età eroica del cristianesimo,” for the pursuit, they could imagine, had truly begun in the days of Damasus. Orazio Marucchi’s (1832–1932) handbook of Christian archaeology not only proclaimed Damasus the premier “poète des martyrs” but also pronounced him “nearly” the first Christian archaeologist. Sévère Charrier, in turn, openly applauded Damasus’s entanglement of research and mission. Charrier’s “premier archéologue chrétien” may have recovered and adorned the tombs of the saints to honor these “héros de la foi” and preserve their endangered history, but he also enlisted their help in the still pressing struggle against the forces of heresy, schism, and paganism. Even so, Charrier supposed, Damasus’s most enduring legacy was to be found in the guidance and instruction that his elegantly inscribed elogia, ringing the city, had offered to so many generations of pilgrims to Roma sotterranea cristiana.

And, indeed, Damasus’s elogia did educate several centuries of late antique and early medieval visitors to Rome’s vast network of suburban catacombs. By the mid-fifth century, when the heyday of expansion and new burial was over, these subterranean galleries had become a meandering history exhibit. Thereafter late antique and medieval itineraria and syllagae attest not only to the continuing allure of these halls of fame but also to the resonant vitality of Damasus’s ubiquitous monumental texts. Nevertheless, these days it is Damasus the impresario of the saints, not the historical archaeologist, who grips our imagination. There is no longer an unstructured approach to Rome of the martyrs through catacomb cubicle refurbished and decorated by a fourth-century bishop whose energetic articulation of the cult of Peter and Paul was an unabashed assertion of Roman primacy, or whose hagiographic poetry constructed models of episcopal leadership and church unity deemed appropriate for a Christian flock rent by schism and discord. Moreover, scholars who acknowledge the general will of commemoration to erase as well as preserve portions of the past, or who recognize the complex polysemic of late antique Rome’s Christian cityscape, are not likely to collude unwittingly with a polemically adroit churchman’s recovery and revival of Rome’s early Christian story, especially one operating in an age of acute identity crisis.

Excavating Identity

Past and present (as well as visions of the future) collided abruptly in mid-fourth-century Rome. The collision was the collateral damage of a Constantinian miracle that in a few short years thrust Christianity from persecuted to favored status. And though repercussions would long reverberate, the immediately post-Constantinian decades were summoned to respond first. Eventually, of course, Rome would become comfortable as Rome christian. Across the fifth century, Roman time would take on the rhythms of Christian time, the festivals of the saints and high holy days gradually replacing public games and rites keyed to the cults of the old gods and deified emperors. The Roman cityscape, though more slowly, would come to reflect fully the priorities of Christian building programs and liturgical needs.
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the church of Santi Cosmas and Damian would finally be set adjacent to the Roman Forum in the late 520s, and in 609 Boniface IV would reassign Hadrian’s Pantheon to Santa Maria ad Martyres, the first papal rededication of a major temple.13 Long before then, however, Christian impresarios of the Roman heritage had blazed trails back though the great divide that Constantine had thrown across Roman “history,” for fourth-century Romans truly first confronted, publicly and en masse, the problem of being both Roman and Christian, which meant, for them, somehow renegotiating a civic identity that, for a millennium, had given no time or place to Christian cult or history.

The hagiographic elogia that Damasus installed in Rome’s suburban martyrly shrines preserve the first steps of a resolution that would, in the event, prove as lasting as durable. If it was not the sole purpose of Damasus’s elogia to “reweave history” in the service of contemporary identity, for his pontificate was troubled by various challenges that threatened to unseat him till the very end,14 it was surely the effect of this poetry to offer Rome’s Christians (and Christianizing Romans) an alternate vision of the past. At a moment when the future was nearly as uncertain as real knowledge of the (actual) past, when the mass migration of the Roman aristocracy to the new religion of the emperors (excepting Julian) was only about to begin,15 and when Christian literature was still, in the eyes of most Roman nobles, an oxymoron, Damasus’s poetic vision of early Christian Rome—echoing Vergil, fashioning virtuous heroes, and promoting new celestial guardians—would operate as the base camp for exploring new modes of Roman self-understanding. Excavations of this sort might indeed be capable of reshaping civic identity and public memory.16

Such archaeology had been successfully practiced at Rome long before Damasus took to the catacombs. For nearly a millennium, Romans had been rediscovering themselves in a past of their own making. Rome was already well established as a city “endlessly rewritten,” and Roman collective memory, embodied in public monuments as well as traditions and historical reflection, had long been evolving in tandem with the “ethical and political dispositions” of each age.17 But no other period of Roman history, before the fourth century, had so generously displayed itself excavating and restaging its “past” as did Augustan Rome, which, perched between republic and empire, straddling oligarchy and autocracy, faced its own brand of identity crisis.18

Home to a princes adept at the “invention of tradition” and well supplied with writers sensitive to the “acceleration of history,” Augustan Rome harbors valuable lessons.19 Herein, famously, Vergil mused upon the central dilemma of his time by imagining the bronze-age history that had summoned them into being. Meanwhile, Livy suggested that the legends of early Rome, as he recast them, could rejuvenate a Roman nobility hemstrung by three generations of civil war, amending the delinquency of the day and abetting the formulation of a civic ideology that could accommodate the dispositions of his recognizably new era.20 Like the literature of the age, so too the more democratic media of sculpture and architecture. Thus the Ara Pacis Augustae, commissioned by the Senate and dedicated in 9 B.C.E., expressed a city’s hopes for peace and plenitude by juxtaposing images of Aeneas, Mars, and Romulus with a processional frieze of contemporary Romans that included Aeneas’s reigning descendant and the city’s newest founder, Augustus.21

Indeed, just as images in later Rome’s martyrly shrines would telescope past and present in order to imply historical continuity, the monuments of the Augustan city repeatedly looked back to venerable landmarks.22 The mausoleum of Augustus, for example, was a bridge, built up through four decades, over which selectively recast elements of the republican heritage were carried forward into the autocratic present: When construction of the mausoleum began in 28 B.C.E., Octavian (not yet Augustus) was a recent triumvir and still a military dynasty, and the hulking tumulus recalled the funerary monuments of Hellenistic monarchs. When he died more than forty years later, however, the nostalgically revisionist Res Gestae, inscribed before his tomb, transformed Augustus’s mausoleum into a monument to the city’s long-lived princes, the first citizen of the restored republic.23 Yet by 14 C.E., when Augustus finally abandoned earth for the heavens, an even more elegant example of historical reenactment had already been papering over the fissures of historical discontinuity for more than a decade. In the prominently sited Forum of Augustus, a host of legendary founders and heroes, Aeneas and Romulus (again) among them, rubbed shoulders with such more recent men of war and politics as Sulla and Caesar.24 This parade of venerable figures, summed up in the statues and archaising elogia that lined the Forum’s flanking porticoes, might recall the remarkable achievements of the Roman people and suggest, in union if not harmony with Livy, the continued relevance of ancient exemplars, but it also culminated in an image of Augustus, stationed as pater patriae and (most likely) triumphant in a quadriga in the Forum’s piazza.25 This “pepped up” Roman history, proceeding from Aeneas and backlit by the glow from multiple images of the divine Julian ancestors, Venus and Mars, like Vergil’s subterranean parade of great Romans, led naturally to the arrangements of the new era.
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Some three and a half centuries later, Damasus began to excavate another past, one that might make sense for (and of) his Roman present. Recovered, decorated, and inscribed with res gestae, the tombs of the martyrs and confessors would eventually anchor an updated foundational myth and provide the landmarks for a redrawn sacred cityscape. Peter, Paul, and Lawrence would be the fathers of a Christian patria becoming coterminous with Roman society itself. They would assume the city’s celestial guardianship, replacing such former heavenly transplants as Romulus-Quirinus, the Dioscuri, and the deified emperors.

Although this urban transformation, demonstrable in time, is more elusive in origin, Damasus’s eloqium reveals the mechanisms of appropriation and subversion that underwrote it from the outset. It was not (and never could be) a matter of the simple rejection of all that the old past had to offer Christianizing Romans; Damasus’s invention of early Christian Rome around the tombs of the saints relied as heavily upon remembering as forgetting. Roman heritage, expressed in the phrases and verses of revered poets and in the venerable lexicon of elite commemoration, was at once claimed, manipulated, and transposed in order to make real Romans of the new patris patriae. Consequently Damasus’s eloqium are not only the literary forerunners of Prudentius’s classicism but also the moral foundations of the supreme self-confidence with which the latter poet’s Lawrence would demand the reconstitution of even Iulius, Romulus, and Numa.

To such ends Damasus ransacked the classical poets to create verses that might be aesthetically acceptable and conceptually challenging to Rome’s Christianizing elite, surrounding the martyrs with allusions to Vergil. The dictates of metrical convenience surely encouraged sampling Vergil’s hexameters, but Damasus’s art also advanced a subtler agenda. The echoes of earlier poets in Damasus’s elogium for Stephen and Tarsicius, for example, subvert as they recall the original context. When Damasus celebrated Stephen for “carrying off the trophy from the enemy” (ex hoste triumphum), he shifted a snippet of Vergilian praise (Georgics 3.32) from Octavian to the protonemartys. Similarly, Damasus’s description of a persecuting Roman mob as “mad dogs” (canibus rabidis) redeployed words Vergil had used to characterize the hounds of Iulus, driven to madness by the Fury Alecto (Aenid 7.493–94). But line 7 of this poem, “when a raving mad gang was pressing [Tarsicius] to reveal (the sacraments) to the uninitiated” (cum male sana manus prominat vulgare profanis), was constructed out of an especially striking conflation of Vergil and Ovid. “Male sana” was Vergil’s reproach of Dido (Aenid 4.8), while in the second book of the Ars Amatoria Ovid had asked, “Who would dare to reveal the rites of Ceres to the uninitiated?” (quae Ceris ritus asit vulgare profanis). Thus Damasus sketched the specter of the deranged Dido, who had tried to derail an earlier tale of Roman destiny, behind the enraged anti-Christian mob and trumped the mysteries of Elesis with the sacramenta Christi. In this elogium, as in others, Damasus offered educated readers verses worthy of the reflection that was the necessary first stage of a salvage archaeology intended to summon the shades of highly revered (pagan) poets while simultaneously interrogating their assumptions about sacrilege and sanctity, triumph and defeat. The strategy had, in a sense, already been employed by Juvenal as later it would inspire Prudentius and Paulinus of Nola. But here, at a crucial juncture in Rome’s history, the public verses of the city’s socially prominent bishop first demonstrated how Christian poets and their readers might keep their Vergil and their Ovid while continuing to topos and display their own literary sensibilities in acceptable fashion. Literary love and theft made possible both the embrace and disavowal of cultural performances that were potentially dangerous because too closely identified with the “other.” By a parallel kind of thinking, Prudentius would later advocate revering pagan cult statues as works of art. In a similar manner, Damasus manipulated language that had long been at home in the arena of aristocratic self-definition. When necessary, he first naturalized the early church’s heroes: with their Roman martyrdoms the Carthaginian Saturninus and the Greek Hermes earned a Roman patria; sent by the East, Peter and Paul became Rome’s special citizens (sui cives). More crucially Damasus’s martyrs reveal themselves as exemplars of deeply embedded notions of manly excellence traceable from the epitaphs of the republican-age tomb of the Scipios, through the elogia of the Forum cf Augustus, to the eulogistic epigrams composed by Damasus’s contemporary, the pagan senator Avianius Symmachus. In the catacombs of Domitilla, the soldier-martyrs Nereus and Achillies toss aside their shields and weapons and rejoice to carry the “triumphs of Christ” (Christi portae triumphos) (Epig. Dam. 8). In the catacombs of Praetextatus, the deacons Felicianus and Agapitus, comrades of the unconquered cross (exit triumphi invictus), stick by their dux, the bishop Sixtus, and win the “triumphs of Christ” (Christi nuncius triumphos) (Epig. Dam. 25). Along the Via Salaria Nova, Felix and Philippus, martyrs equal in virtue, win the “corona of Christ,” recalling military laurels as well as athletic honors (Epig. Dam. 39). In San Calisto’s papal crypt, the martyred comites of Sixtus, like Stephen before them, carry off trophies from the enemy, on hoste triumphans, while the same tomb’s...
"pious" throng includes nobles (procris), young and old alike, who display the venerable qualities of pudor and castitas (Epig. Dam. 16). Elsewhere, Cris- santius and Daria commute damna into honor and decus (Epig. Dam. 45). Yet, surpassing the merely secular fame usually allowed to republican heroes, the true rewards awaiting Damasus’s martyrs are the præmia vitæ, a celestial afterlife more reminiscent of the apotheosis reserved for good emperors (Epig. Dam. 17).

One effect of this strategy of commemoration is the sublimation, if not erasure, of real differences. Historical outsiders, Greeks and criminals (at best) as the Romans once saw them, are recast as Damasus’s elegia dress a peripatetic early Christian subculture in the normative language of classical poetry and elite approbation. Simultaneously a once marginal historical narrative, for Roma christiana was an unlikely survivor from a Flavian or Antonine perspective, is brought closer to center stage, where for many it now belonged, amid the new arrangements of the post-Constantinian world. Thus Damasus’s suburban martyria, refurbished and adorned, painted and inscribed, now challenged the version of civic identity still proclamed by the statues and elegia of the city’s fora. But they also took aim at the loftier reaches of old Rome’s self-understanding.

In a cult area of the Basilica Apostolorum (San Sebastiano) on the Appian Way, Damasus installed a seven-verse cenotaph in honor of Peter and Paul, the city’s premier immigrant saints.33 Their missionary itinerary—beginning in the East (“Orients”), leading through Rome, and concluding in the starry heavens—is pressed into the poem’s three central lines (3–51), at whose structural and ideological center stand the martyrdoms that launched Peter and Paul heavenward (per astra). This “travelogue” is framed by four lines, two (1–2) that verify the saints’ former “residence” at the very spot being memorialized (an emphatic hic); and two (6–7) that authorize, over Damasus’s signature, not only Rome’s adoption of Peter and Paul as “her own citizens” but also the city’s right to address them as her “new sirs.”

The challenge issued by this elegium is not aimed at the legendary mortal agents of Roman destiny but rather at those whose merits, like Peter and Paul’s, won them victory over death and the responsibilities of astral guardianship. That might suggest Augustus and other deified emperors who took up starry afterlives, but a more likely target of this elegium’s counterclaim is an earlier pair of apotheosized eastern heroes, Castor and Pollux.34 The legends and cult of the Dioscuri were ancient at Rome, but these heavenly twins, who entered Roman history at the early fifth-century battle of Lake Regillus and were honored with one of the earliest monumental temples of the Roman Forum, still had a vital purchase on the fourth-century city.35 Carved in high relief and star-crowned, they greeted all who walked the busy Via Lata through Diosclian’s Arcus Novus;36 on coins of Maxentius they had stood, stars on their caps, shielding the wolf-suckling Romulus and Remus; as disembodied stars they hovered above the same scene on coins of Constantine and his sons;37 their dies natalis (8 April) was recorded in the calendar of 354 and celebrated with circus races;38 and in 359, in the midst of a food shortage, Rome’s urban prefect performed a (successful) sacrifice at their temple in Ostia.39 Peter and Paul, likewise arrivals from the East, were now imagined (and perhaps represented) as similarly ensconced in the “realms of ether,” where they could be called upon as the city’s “new stars.”40 As the apotheosized agents of Christ, they were at least positioned to drive the Dioscuri from the field.41

These observations about fourth-century Rome’s revised sense of history, with new (but not unfamiliar) heroes and guardians, are not meant to imply that there is no “actual” history of pre-Constantinian Roman Christianity. In fact, that history may be better known now than it was to most fifth- and sixth-century Romans. The point, rather, is that this fourth-century archaeology of Rome of the martyrs, whose best-known impresario is Damasus, offered contemporaries a vision of their past that was both palatable and worthy of the new age. Enshrinined and monumentalized, this “history” made available to the growing body of Romano-Christians a well-heeled “myth of origins,” crucial to the construction of a viable civic identity. And as it happened, just as Charrrier noted nearly a century ago, because Damasus’s elegia possessed the durability and commanded the reach of monuments, they would shape public memory for centuries to come.

National Cemeteries and Public Memory

Henri Lefebvre has suggested, and Roman imperial funerary monuments seem to confirm, that the impulse to civic “self-presentation and self-representation” readily lodges in sites where death can be both “represented and rejected.”42 For this reason, perhaps, the tombs of deified emperors encouraged proclamations about history and identity. The mausoleum of Divus Augustus was topped by his colossal image but also housed his mortal remains in a circular burial chamber. Once prefaced by the Res Gestae, the mausoleum retrospectively justified the life and career of the princeps, while initiating a series of imperial funerary monuments that similarly “told Romans how their city should now be seen.”43
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A century after Augustus’s death, a golden urn containing Trajan’s ashes was placed in the base of the extraordinary column he had constructed, within the pomerium, at the northwestern end of his forum. The column’s sculpted frieze, unwinding in 23 whirls, with 2,639 figures (including 59 Trajans), had for several years already been announcing the Dacian res gestae of this optimus princeps while also testifying anew to the religious piety and military capacity of the Roman people. With its reception of Trajan’s ashes, however, the column also began to proclaim yet another hero-emperor’s apotheosis. But while Divus Traianus, perched atop his tomb (like Augustus atop his), was “reaching for the sky,” pulling Rome with him, his urn, apparently highlighted by a window in the monument’s base, attested to death’s reality and the city’s continuing claims. A generation later, Antoninus Pius and his wife, Faustina, mounted on the back of a winged male figure, even more emphatically soared heavenward from the base of their funerary column (a cenotaph). Nevertheless, like Augustus and Trajan, these divi were not to escape the responsibilities attached to the grant of apotheosis. They remained firmly tethered to the sightlines of both a personified Campus Martius, where the ceremonies of cremation and consecration took place, and a helmeted Roma, her arm resting lightly upon a shield embossed with a wolf-suckling Romulus and Remus, her feet nestled in a heap of arms and armor. Monuments like these graphically linked heaven and earth and thus interwove history and destiny. Before them imperial Romans might well remind themselves who they were and sense how their city should be seen.

The same bivalency of presence and absence that charges imperial funerary monuments also gave distinct meaning and handbook authority to late antique Rome’s catacomb shrines. The martyrs, as bodies, bone, and ash, may have been fully present at their graves, but they had also been swept heavenward, where their unfettered souls enjoyed the rewards of virtue in the starry palace of heaven. Damasus’s elogia insist on this polarity with a sense of urgency that underscores the paradoxical force of their claims. The saints were simultaneously here and there, intimately available (rather unlike the divi) yet powerfully remote. Seven lines of an elogium for the saints of San Callisto’s papal crypt begin with hic: “Here collected lies a heaped up throng of saints.... Here the comrades of Sixtus.... Here young men and boys.” On the Via Labicana “this tomb” (hic tumulus) holds the limbs of Gorgonius, as Maurus’s grave on the Via Salaria Nova (hic tumulus again) sheltered his pia membra (Epig. Dom. 32.1, 44.1). Even notable events might hallow ground. “Here (hic) once dwelt,” began Damasus’s elogium of Peter and Paul; while Sixtus II, his elogium declared, was “in this very spot (hic positus), sitting down,” at the exact moment of his martyrdom.

Yet, the Christ-given “rewards of (eternal) life” had to override the gravity of the tomb; bodies might be earthbound but souls shot upward. The anima of San Callisto’s turbi pium thus lived on in the “palace of heaven.” So, too, Felicissimus and Agapitus, similarly snatched up. As the victorious Peter and Paul had followed Christ per astra, the martyr Tiburtius claimed heaven’s heights in Christ’s company. Damasus’s monuments, that is, were no less determined than imperial mausolea to crystallize history and identity in the very same tension between death acknowledged and death rejected that holds in balance the tomb of the apotheosized hero. No matter that the triumphs here commemorated were those of alternative heroes. Soon enough these forms of expression would leak from the tombs of the martyrs to the epitaphs of contemporary Christians who were prepared to relate their own merits and to imagine their own astral immortality. That the shrines of the martyrs, hemmed in by countless other ancient and more recent graves, were so well poised to charge life and history with new meaning may, however, have more to do with the catacombs’ resemblance to national cemeteries than to any parallels between the martyrs themselves and the grand and isolated tombs of the Roman emperors. Certain private tombs (where the ghosts live on)—Scipio Africanus’s at Litternum, Robert Johnson’s in the Mississippi Delta, Elvis Presley’s at Graceland—do become sites of pilgrimage where potentially dynamic cross-generational connections of social identity are forged or reinforced. But monuments looming over hilltops, carpeted with the graves of “hero-martyrs,” like memorials set upon ennobled battlefields, may tap a deeper, if more diffuse, vein of the collective consciousness. And met in the solemn stillness of ground hallowed by self-sacrifice, well-chosen words, like the morally charged egress of civic space, will have an uncanny ability to bind (at least for the moment) personal identity to “national memory.”

At classical Athens, it was the custom for a leading citizen to deliver a laogos epitaphis in the kerameikes over the remains of those who died in the service of the city-state. Each such speech, exemplified now by the oration of Thucydides’ Pericles, was “a lesson in patriotism.” And although such orations endlessly restaged the city’s political myths, constantly reverting to well-worn images of Marathon and promoting idiosyncratic visions of Athenian democracy, the history they taught was thereby no less “true for the Athenians.” More than two millennia later, at the dedication of the Gettysburg battlefield cemetery, Abraham Lincoln redefined America at a mo-
ment of seemingly irremediable identity crisis by reimagining his country’s story. Sidestepping the Constitution and rooting the sacrificial carnage of Gettysburg in a principle of human “equality” expressed in the Declaration of Independence, Lincoln’s logos epitaphs not only refuted the issues behind the American Civil War but also “remade” America.\textsuperscript{66} That the revisionism of Lincoln’s “American scripture” was a “swindle,” and “one of the most daring acts of open-air sleight-of-hand ever witnessed by the unsuspecting” matters little, for its “truths,” inscribed widely across the land, still help Americans define themselves.\textsuperscript{67}

In fourth-century Rome, the catacombs became the Christian city’s national cemeteries. In this “imagineered protography” history would be pulled forward and reflection turned back; here, while the future became “a thing of the past,” the past was also restaged to keep pace with the present.\textsuperscript{68} If Damasus’s elogia must surely have provoked charges of foul play in some quarters, as permanent features of the catacombs’ sacred topography they too eventually became “true for Romans.”\textsuperscript{69} Read, reinscribed, and copied for generations, elaborated as acts and passions, they ever announced the inherited obligations that are the load-bearing elements of civic identity.\textsuperscript{70} When so much else falls into silence, monuments remain. Two decades after Damasus’s death, as Prudentius explored the Roman catacombs, he encountered innumerable mutes or reticent graves. It was, he told Valerian of Calagurris, the responsibility of the more forthcoming tombs of the saints to speak on their behalf (Peristephanon 1.7–23). Damasus’s elogia had become a fundamental link between the Christian city and its heroic age.

The First Christian Archaeologist

In one sense, then, de Rossi’s disciples were right. Damasus did stand in the vanguard of an archaeological enterprise that would be long engaged in recovering the history of early Christian Rome. But like Livy and Augustus before him, Damasus was also a present-minded agent of the Roman past, re-presenting (if not discovering) new stars, revamping the cityscape both to bring it into line with the times and to make its (newer) past more accessible.\textsuperscript{71} Early in the fourth century, entering the dark and terrifying catacombs to visit the tombs of the martyrs and apostles had been like going “down living to hell.”\textsuperscript{72} By century’s end, however, Prudentius had to jostle the crowds to get a look at the subterranean shrine of Hippolytus on the Via Tiburtina. The catacombs’ corridors had become a chiaroscuro of dark splashed by pools of sunlight, while the saints’ \\

ished marble and precious metals (Peristephanon 11.155–68). Damasus had been busy. Most of the major catacomb complexes show signs of his intervention. New stairways, retrofit light wells, expanded galleries, and enlarged cubica reveal his handiwork in the catacombs of San Callisto, Domitilla, Generosa, ad duas lares, and elsewhere around the city.\textsuperscript{73} And it was in these refurbished cubica and underground basilicas that Damasus installed the inscribed tablets of marble that proclaimed the martyrs’ merits and rewards. This Rome of the martyrs first excavated in earnest by Damasus would be further revealed and elaborated in the decades ahead, though not necessarily in a well-coordinated manner. While Damasus’s elogium installed at Lawrence’s Via Tiburtina tomb, for example, had offered little more than a shop of horrors—scourging, mangling, flames, tortures, and chains—Prudentius soon fleshed out the tale with dialogue and action and staged a more ambitious assault on public memory. \textsuperscript{74} His Lawrence, slowly roasting to death, delivered the lengthy speech on the providential nature of pre-Christian Roman history that included his summons to Iulus, Romulus, and Numa to join the faithful. With similar optimism the Peristephanon’s contemporary Rome is a virtually uncontested urbs Romula christiana where the Quirites pour out their tears and count their blessings over the “bones” of the martyrs (2.310, 2.532–35, 2.561–65).

Yet, at the other end of late antiquity, the vision of Prudentius’s written Rome was, in fact, essentially realized and the aims of Damasus’s archaeology seemingly met. During the years when Gregory the Great (590–604) was assuring an overly acquisitive eastern empress that the saints still displayed their dreadful power at their tombs, a certain John was apparently in Rome operating as an agent of the Lombard queen, Theodelinda. \textsuperscript{75} His assignment was to collect oil from the lamps burning in the Roman martyria and transport this precious cargo to the Lombard court at Monza. \textsuperscript{76} For Theodelinda, and the empress Constantina, the essence of the city, and the sources of its image and identity, now lay outside its walls. Rome of the martyrs, the Roma sotterranea first opened to the public in the fourth century, was the Rome that now commanded nearly undivided attention.
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